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It is designed to teach and prepare students for subsequent writings in a specific field e. Current issues of
theory and practice are followed by a presentation of best practices in program design, assessment, and
classroom practices. We also provide a list of books that address key teaching and learning issues. Building on
the special issues, the volumes in this series provide an expanded, richer, and more comprehensive treatment
of the topics addressed in the journal. Examples include journal-like writing and responses to academic
articles. Subsequent chapters examine the relations of WAC to Writing to Learn theory, research, and
pedagogy, as well as its interactions with the Rhetoric of Science and Writing in the Disciplines movements.
International Exchanges on the Study of Writing The International Exchanges on the Study of Writing Series
publishes book-length manuscripts that address worldwide perspectives on writing, writers, teaching with
writing, and scholarly writing practices, specifically those that draw on scholarship across national and
disciplinary borders to challenge parochial understandings of all of the above. Over a quarter of a century
[after the beginning of the modern WAC movement], we have learned much about writing across the
curriculum and the associated disciplines and professions. The main benefits of utilizing writing assignments:
Writing assignments provide students with a unique opportunity to conceptualize class material. This book
draws the history of the movement together with the research and programmatic savvy we have developed..
An extensive bibliography and suggestions for further reading round out this comprehensive guide to Writing
Across the Curriculum. The WAC Clearinghouse provides access to the following books and books series.
View our book series below. Consistent with the wide-ranging approaches characteristic of teaching and
scholarship in writing across the curriculum, the series presents works that take divergent perspectives on
working as a writer, teaching writing, administering writing programs, and studying writing in its various
forms. The authors follow their historical review of the literature by a review of research into primary,
secondary, and higher education WAC teaching and learning. This page is a guide to general principles in
WAC, as well as discipline specific guidelines. Examples of Writing in the Discipline assignments may be one
of the following: Literature reviews. Many are also available in low-cost print editions. We also have learned
much about how to grow and run successful WAC programs in different campus cultures. Writing
assignments inform instruction, as they provide a window to student comprehension. To date, more than 90
books are available on this site and additional books are in production. Students benefit as lectures become
focused and subsequently more productive. Click here for a more in-depth explanation of WAC terminology.
Examples of Writing to Learn assignments may be one of the following: Brief, in-class responses Assigned
reading summaries Discussion prompts Application writings i. Support the Clearinghouse Open-Access
Textbooks and Teaching Resources View our list of open-access textbooks --including those on the
Clearinghouse and elsewhere. It is often short and may be informal. Writing to Learn Writing to Learn refers
to writing activities that seek to improve student understanding. Recent Releases Perspectives on Writing The
Perspectives on Writing series addresses writing studies in a broad sense.


